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Introduction to the problem

Due to the fast development of performance based approach in fire safety engineering advanced numerical tools are required for more sophisticated analysis. Numerical and semi-analytical methods used in the past by engineers are still valid and widely used in practice. However these simplified models don’t provide a comprehensive understanding of the fire scenario, but just some overall results.

In tunnels the ventilation strategy is usually designed using one dimensional methods. These are well suited for tunnels’ geometries where the flow can be assumed to be one-dimensional, but they don’t catch several effects which are fully three dimensional. Jet fans are included with a simplified approach which doesn’t take into account the flow field induced by the ventilation device. The throttling effect is usually neglected due to the lack of data for the simplified model.

For structural analysis the most common and easiest approach for the verification of structures exposed to fire is the use of pure thermo-mechanical conductive models. For concrete structures moisture and air transport are not taken into account. As thermal input some time-temperature curves are applied as boundary conditions without a direct relation between the thermal load and the specific fire scenario.

To overcome these problems and provide more realistic analysis of the fire scenario Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and structural Finite Elements Analysis (FEA) can be used.

Tunnel ventilation with CFD

Due to the amount of experience and knowledge required to the user to perform reliable calculations, CFD analysis should be always compared with experimental data. In large scale environment, such as tunnels, because of the lack of experimental data and high uncertainties, few validation analysis have been carried out. The CFD code Fire Dynamic Simulator (FDS)[1] has been selected for the validation of several ventilation cases both with and without fire.

Two experiments in small and big scale were selected for the validation without fire and a schematic view is presented above [2]. In the small scale experiment pressure and velocity fields induced by a nozzle are compared with the measurements, while in the large scale tunnel the average velocity induced by the fans are compared for several configurations.

With a coupled approach it is possible to transfer the incident heat fluxes obtained with FDS into the FEM code Comes-HTC which has been specifically developed for concrete structures at high temperature. From the FEM analysis it is possible to verify the structure using a complex model involving heat and mass transfer coupled with the linear momentum balance.

The Memorial tunnel fire test has been selected to study the longitudinal ventilation in case of fire. A validation in case of fire is required in order to evaluate the capability of FDS to predict the smoke confinement.

The comparison between temperature obtained from the experiment and from the simulations after 590 s

Structures on fire with FEA

CFD analysis can be also used to evaluate the thermal loads on structures in particular on concrete structures [4]. A fully performance based approach is here presented with two examples, a concrete slab exposed to fire and a rail coach on fire in a tunnel [5-6].

With this approach it is possible to verify the structure starting from a realistic fire scenario and without basing on some standard curves. As well Comes-HTC allows to obtain several informations about the structure’s behaviour which are not usually available with a standard approach, such as pore pressure and water mass loss.

1. FDS project web page: https://pages.nist.gov/fds-smw/